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Local Industries’ furniture collection is inspired by the architectural 

work of its creators, Elias and Yousef Anastas; it is a series of highly 

functional chairs and seats, designed for an international market and 

produced in local Palestinian blacksmiths’ workshops. During the design 

and manufacturing process, constant communication is held between 

the involved parties with the purpose of breaking the gap that usually 

exists between conception and production. The result is pieces that 

fit easily into contemporary spaces, with simple yet striking and bold 

aesthetic properties. 
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Crocodile (Chaise)

Material Steel

Year 2018-2022

Crocodile (Chair)

JawadLOCAL INDUSTRIES

Khalil (Double)

Khalil

LI (High)Jamil

Colors

50 × 120 × 100 cm
19 ¹¹⁄₁₆ × 47 ¼ × 39 ⅜ ″

2,000 USD

50 × 90 × 100 cm
19 ¹¹⁄₁₆ × 35 ⁷⁄₁₆ × 39 ⅜ ″

2,000 USD

52 × 55 × 74 cm
20 ½ × 21 ⅝ × 29 ⅛ ″

800 USD

42 × 45 × 91 cm
16 ½ × 17 ¹¹⁄₁₆ × 35 ¹³⁄₁₆ ″

500 USD

45 ×45 × 66 cm
17 ¹¹⁄₁₆ × 17 ¹¹⁄₁₆ × 26 ″

250 USD

100 ×45 × 66 cm
39 ⅜ × 17 ¹¹⁄₁₆ × 26 ″

450 USD

80ø × 75 cm
31 ½ø × 29 ½ ″

750 USD

White

Blue

Red

Black

Green

Yellow

Gray

Pink



LI (Low)

Mike (Lounge)

Mike (Dining)

Mike (Lounge XL)

Mike (Two-seater)

60ø × 40 cm
23 ⅝ø × 15 ¾ ″

500 USD

47 × 42 × 76 cm
18 ½ × 16 ½ × 30 ″

600 USD

60 × 75 × 70 cm
23 ⅝ × 29 ½ × 27 ½ ″

700 USD

70 × 84 × 70 cm
27 ½ × 33 ¹⁄₁₆ × 27 ½ ″

800 USD

120 × 85 × 70 cm
47 ¼ × 33 ⁷⁄₁₆ × 27 ½ ″

1,500 USD

Mike (Rocking)
60 × 75 × 70 cm
23 ⅝ × 29 ½ × 27 ½ ″

850 USD



Palestinian furniture brand founded in 2011 in Bethlehem, by brothers 

Yousef and Elias Anastas. With designs inspired by the architectural work 

of its creators, the brand aims to reaffirm the value of local Palestinian 

labor, departing from traditional or obsolete roles and aesthetics. Through 

the work they do in collaboration with artisans, Local Industries aims to 

revive small industries and craftsmanship processes to offer high quality 

furniture, adapted to the needs of contemporary users. 

The brand currently has two stores, one in Milan and one in Amman; in 

America, its pieces are distributed through CGN.

LOCAL INDUSTRIES
About



About

CGN

CGN is a design gallery based in Querétaro, Mexico; founded in 2011. CGN 

fosters the critical discussion and production of contemporary design.

The gallery promotes contemporary pieces with a meaningful function. 

CGN pieces embody a contemporary and clever approach to materi-

ality, geometry, fabrication and functionality. CGN furthers its mission 

through an exhibition program striving to present critical and didactic 

shows committed to helping visitors better understand and appreciate 

the design disciplines.

Devoted to the advancement of design in Mexico, CGN safeguards a 

growing collection of 21st century Mexican pieces. The collection serves 

as a live archive that attests to the state of design in the country.
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We are a design
gallery from México


